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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce and study the square mean and the geometric mean in Riesz spaces. We prove 
that every geometric mean closed Riesz space is square mean closed and give a counterexample to the 
converse. We define for positive a, b in a square mean closed Riesz space E an addition via the formula 
amb sup{(cosx)a + (sinx)b: 0 ~<x ~< 2:,r}, 
which goes back to a formula by de Schipper. In case that E is geometric mean closed this turns the 
mldeflying set of the positive cone of E into a lattice ordered semigroup, which in turn is the positive 
cone ofa  Riesz space E D. We prove, under the additional condition that E is geometric mean closed, 
that E D is Riesz isomorphic to the square of E as introduced earlier by Buskes and van Rooij. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we provide a new foundation for one of the constructions, but in much 
wider generality, for what were called squares of  Riesz spaces in [7]. In essence, 
[7] used functional calculus [8] for a given uniformly complete Riesz space E 
to define a certain new addition and a certain new scalar multiplication on the 
underlying set of E, while retaining its order. This redefined addition, the new scalar 
multiplication, and the same order, turn the underlying set C of  the positive cone of 
E into a lattice cone [12]. The obvious equivalence relation turns C × C into a new 
Riesz space, denoted E 2. We emphasize that uniform completeness i  used in the 
E-mails: youssefazzouzi@ipest.rnu.tn (Y  Azzouzi), karimboulabiar@ipestxnu.tu (K  Boulabiar), 
mmbuskes@ol emiss.edu (G. Buskes). 
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construction at the moment hat fimctional calculus is involved and that the cone 
C did not play any role in [7] since functional calculus provides the new addition 
and the new scalar multiplication on all of  the underlying set of  E. A similar and 
closely related situation occurs when one defines a complex Riesz space as the 
complexification of  a Riesz space and attempts to extend the absolute value in the 
Riesz space to a modulus on its complexification. Indeed, a natural candidate for 
the modulus [a + ib[ of an element a + ib in the complexification is given by the 
formula 
la + bil = sup{(cosx)a + (sinx)b: 0 ~< x ~< 2rr}. 
The first person to introduce such a modulus in the setting of operators on Riesz 
spaces was de Schipper [11]. Later, in a programme pursued by Zaanen in [13], 
Beukers, Huijsmans, and de Pagter gave a constructive proof [3] for the existence of 
the modulus on the complexification of  a uniformly complete Riesz space by using 
a clever circle approximation (see also [10]). The right-hand side of  the equality 
above, in case E is the set of real numbers, equals the square mean of the numbers 
a and b, i.e. (a 2 + b2) 1/2. The latter square mean too plays entre autres a role in 
the paper [7], mentioned above. However, the existence per se of the square mean 
of any two elements of a Riesz space seems not to have been investigated in the 
literature. As it turns out, we have now introduced all but one of the elements in this 
paper. The last ingredient is the following. Like the square mean, the existence of a 
geometric mean of any two elements of  a Riesz space has not been studied earlier. 
Note that the geometric mean of two positive real numbers a and b equals 
1 inf{xa + x-~b: x ~ (0, o~)}. (ab) ~/s 
With all players now on the scene, we summarize the result of  our investigation 
as follows. First of  all, if a Riesz space E is closed under square mean then we 
can define a new addition [] on the underlying set of  the positive cone of E by the 
formula 
a [] b sup{ (cos x )a + (sinx )b: 0~<x~<27c}. 
The operations turn this set into a semigroup Em. We define a natural equivalence 
relation on E m × E m by 
(a, b) ~- (c, d) if and only if a+d b+c.  
By also defining a new scalar multiplication and using a result by Veksler [12], 
we show that E m x Em/~, is in fact a Riesz space, which we denote by E D. The 
existence of E [~ then hinges only on E being square mean closed. By assuming 
that the geometric mean of any two elements of  E exists we then prove that the 
positive cone of E D equals E m and that E D is indeed the square E 2 of E. Implicit 
in the latter is another esult of  out" paper, namely that, if a Riesz space is closed 
under the geometric mean then E is closed under the square mean. We also give 
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an example of  a Riesz space that is closed under the square mean but not under 
the geomelric mean. Thinking about the square of  any Riesz space E, square mean 
closed or not, as a quotient of the Fremlin tensor product of E with itself, the current 
paper shows that under the hypothesis that E is closed under the geometric mean, 
one can avoid the much harder concept of  tensor product and instead work within 
a quotient of  the Cartesian product. In addition, we prove amongst other results a 
new characterization f Riesz space homomorphisms via the new Riesz space E D. 
Our paper fits completely in the programme by Zaanen [13] and, as the list of  our 
references exemplifies, has vice versa been strongly influenced by that programme. 
For unexplained notation and terminology, and further background information on 
Riesz spaces we refer to the standard books [2,5,13]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
We start by introducing notations we will use throughout this paper. The natural 
numbers { 1, 2 . . . .  } are denoted by N and the field of the real numbers is denoted 
by R. Let E be a Riesz space (also called vector lattice). The positive cone of E is 
denoted by E +, that is 
E + {a~E:  a~>0}. 
For a, b c E + we set 
sx(a, b) (cosx)a + (sinx)b (x ~ R) 
and 
gx(a ,b)=xa+x lb (x c(O, oo)). 
Moreover, we put 
and 
~(E,a,b)  {gx(a,b): x e (0,~)}. 
Also for notational convenience, we define for a, b c E + the sequence ~r(E, a, b) 
of elements of  E + by 
2 ~ 
cr(E, a, b)(n) = V sM/2~(a, b) 
k=l  
(n ~ 1~). 
Let E and F be Riesz spaces. Recall that a linear operator T : E ~ F is said 
to be a Riesz (or lattice) homomorphism if T(a) A T(b) 0 in F whenever 
a A b 0 in E. The set of  all Riesz homomorphisms from E into F is denoted 
by Hom(E,  F). I f  T c Hom(E,  F) then T is positive, that is, T(a) c F + for all 
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a ~ E +, A bijective Riesz homomorphism is called a Riesz isomorphism. The 
Riesz subspace of E generated by a finite subset {al . . . . .  a.,} of E will be denoted 
by {al . . . . .  a.,}E. I f  E is Archimedean then Hom((a~ . . . . .  am}E, R) separates the 
points of (al . . . . .  a.,}E, i.e. a ~< b in (a~ . . . . .  am}E if and only if f (a )  ~< f (b) i nR  
for all f ~ Hom((al . . . . .  am)E, R) [6, Theorem 2.2]. In particular, if f (a)  f (b) 
in R for some a, b c {a 1 . . . . .  am) E and all f c Hom((a 1 . . . . .  am}E, R) then a = b. 
We recall that the Riesz space E is called Archimedean if
inf{n-la:  heN} 0 (acE+) .  
A bilinear map qb : E x E > F is said to be a Riesz (or lattice) bimorpkism if
qb(a, .), qb(., a) c Horn(E, F) for all a c E +. If qb(a, b) = 0 whenever a / \  b = 0 
in E then qb is called orthosymmetric [7, Definition 1]. A Riesz bimorphism 
qb: E x E -+ F is orthosymmetric if and only ifqb is symmetric [4, Lemma 1.2]. The 
pair (E °,  (b) is called a square of E if (1) E e is a Riesz space, (2) O : E × E ~ E e 
is a symmetric Riesz bimorphism, and (3) for every Riesz space F,  whenever 
qb : E × E --+ F is a symmetric Riesz bimorphism, a unique Riesz homomorphism 
T : E e --+ F exists such that T o (3 q5 [7, Definition 3]. Any Archimedean Riesz 
space has a unique square (up to a Riesz isomorphism) [7, Theorem 4]. 
For some of the notations and terminology that follow next we refer to [12] 
by Veksler or, for a slightly more general treatment, Chapter XIV in the classical 
monograph [5] by Birkhoff. Let C be a lattice cone [12, Definition 1]. We define on 
C × C the standard equivalence relation ~, by 
(a, b) ~ (c, d) if and only if a+d=c+b 
for all a, b, c, d e C. The quotient C × C/w, is in a canonical way a vector space. In 
fact, C × C/~ is an ordered vector space under 
(a, b) ~> (c, d) if and only if a+d~>c+b 
for all equivalence classes (a, b), (c, d) in C × C/w,. Moreover, the natural embed- 
ding i of  C into C x C/~ is order preserving. Veksler [12, Theorem 1] proved that 
C x C /~ is a Riesz space and i preserves lattice operations if the identities 
(aAb)+c  (a+c)  A(b+c)  and (avb)+c  (a+c)  v (a+c)  
hold for all a, b, c c C. In this paper we identify C with the positive cone (C x 
C/w,)+ o fC  x C/w, whenever i(C) equals (C x C/w,)+. 
3. SQUARE MEAN CLOSED RIESZ SPACE 
Let E be a Riesz space. We define E to be square mean closed if S(E, a, b) has a 
supremum in E for all a, b c E +. The Riesz space R of  all real numbers is square 
mean closed. Moreover, 
supS(R, a, b) = (a 2 + b2) 1/2 (a, b c R). 
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In this section E is assumed to be square mean dosed. On the lattice E + we now 
introduce an addition [] and a nonnegative scalar multiplication [] by 
a[]b supS(E,a ,b)  and A[ ]a  A1/2a (a ,b~E,A~R) .  
We denote by E [] the lattice E + equipped with [] and []. Surprisingly, E ~ turns 
out to be a lattice cone when E is Archimedean. The latter will be proved after a 
series of lemmas. The first of  these lemmas proves exactly the list of  all but one of 
the conditions for a set to be a lattice cone [12, Definition 1]. The missing one will 
be proved later. 
Lemma 3.1. Let E be a square mean closed Riesz space. Then the following hold. 
(i) E ~ is' a commutative s migroup. 
(ii) (k [] #) [] a (k [] a) [] (# [] a)for all A, # ~ R +, a ~ Em. 
(iii) O[]a Oand l [ ]a  a fora l la~E m. 
(iv) Z[ ] (a [ ]b )=(k[ ]a ) [ ] (k [ ]b ) fo ra l lZcR +,a ,bCE N. 
(v) (£#) []a =k  [] (#[ ]a ) fo ra l lZ ,# c R +, a c E N. 
Proof. Since (iii), (iv) and (v) are easy we proceed proving (i) and (ii). 
(i) The commutativity of  the addition [] is obvious. So, we only have to prove 
that [] is associative. Choose any a, b, c c E [] and observe that 
(a[]b) mc supS(E ,a[ ]b ,c )  
= sup {(cosx cosy)a + (cosx siny)b + (sinx)c}. 
O<~x,y<~zc/2 
Similarly, 
a [] (b [] c) sup {(cosz)a + (sinzcost)b[] (sinzsint)c}. 
O~z,t~/2 
But for z, t ~ [0, r~/2] there exist x, y ~ [0, r~/2] such that 
Hence 
(cos z, sin z cos t, sin z sin t) = (cos x cos y, cos x sin y, sin x). 
a [] (b []c)  ~< (a []b) [ ]c  
and analogously 
(a []b) mc  ~< a [] (bmc).  
Thus [] is associative. 
(ii) Let k, # ~ R + and observe that 
supS(R,  kl/2, #1/2) = (A + #)1/2. 
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Now let a ~ E E~. Thus 
(k [] a) [] (# [] a) = sup S(E,  k [] a, # [] a) = supS(E,  kl/Sa, #~/2a) 
= (supS(R, L 1/2, #l/Z))a = (Z + #)l/Za 
(X+~)ma,  
and we are done. [] 
The missing condition to make E [] a lattice cone is the cancellation law 
(terminology by Birkhoff in [5, Lemma 2, p. 320]). In the next example, we see 
that E ~ need not be cancellative and hence need not be a lattice cone. 
Example 3.2. Let E = R 2 with the usual addition, scalar multiplication, and 
lexicographic ordering. Clearly, E is a square mean closed Riesz space. It is an 
easy exercise to check that the equalities 
(1, 0) [] (0, 1) = (1, 0) [] (0, 2) = (1, 0) 
hold in E H, while (0, 1) ¢ (0, 2). This means that the cancellation law fails in E H 
and that E ~ is not a lattice cone. 
We point out that E in the previous example is not Archimedean. However, if the 
Riesz space E is Archimedean then E m is a lattice cone. To prove the latter, we 
need the following lemma (see also [13, Exercise 91.11]). 
Lemma 3.3. Let E be a square mean closed Riesz space. I f  a, b c E ~ then 
O<~aVqb-c*(E,a,b)(n)<~rc(a+b)/2 ~ (n~N).  
Proof. The left inequality is trivial, while the right one needs a proof. Let a, b ~ E B 
and observe that if n c N and x c [0, 7r/2] then there exists k c N such that [x 
2-~krr[ ~< rr/2~L Since both cosine and sine are Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz 
constant 1, we get 
sx(a, b) <~ sk~/2,(a, b) + 2-~rr(a + b) <~ a(E, a, b)(n) + 2-'~rr(a + b). 
But then 
a[]b supS(E,a,b)<~c*(E,a,b)(n)+2-~Tr(a+b).  
This completes the proof of  the lemma. [] 
We are now in a position to prove that E E~ is a lattice cone, when E is 
Archimedean. 
Proposit ion 3.4. Let E be a square mean closed Riesz space. I f  E is Archimedean 
then E [] is a lattice cone. 
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Proof. We only have to prove that E [] is cancellative. Let a, b, c ~ E m such that 
a [ ]b  =a [ ]c  andput 
V = {a,b,c,a []b,a []c)E. 
Since E is Archimedean, Horn(V, R) separates the points of  V. Hence, in order to 
prove that b = c it suffices to show that f (b)  = f(c) for all f c Horn(V, R). So, 
take f ~ Horn(V, R) and observe that the inequalities 
O<~a[]b-o(E,a,b)(n)<<,Tr(a+b)/2 n (n~N)  
(see Lemma 3.3) actually hold in V. Let n ~ N. Since f ~ Horn(V, R), we obtain 
0<. f (a []b) f(cr(E,a,b)(n)) 
= f (a []b) a(R,  f(a),  f(b))(n) < rcf(a + b)/2 n. 
It follows that the sequence o (R, f(a),  f(b)) converges to f (a  [] b) in R. On the 
other hand, by Lemma 3.3 for E = R, 
O<f(a) [ ] f (b )  a (R , f (a ) , f (b ) )<rc ( f (a )+f (b ) ) /2  ~ (n6H) ,  
hence o (R, f(a),  f(b)) converges to f (a)  [] f(b) as well. Then 
f (a)  [] f(b) f (a VTb). 
Analogously, 
f(~) [] f(c) = f(~ []~). 
Then 
f (a)  [] f(b) = f(a []b) = f(a []c) = f(a)  [] f(c). 
Accordingly, 
f (a )  2 + f (b)  2 (f(a) [] f (b))  2 ( f(a) [] f(c)) 2 f (a)  2 + f(c) 2 
SO that f (b)  2 f (c )  2. Since both f(b) and f(c) are positive, we get f(b) f(c). 
The proof is complete. [] 
Consider the ordered vector space E [] × E~/~ (see Section 1). Our next 
objective is to establish that E m × EB/~, is a Riesz space. We denote E m x E[]/~, 
by E D. 
Theorem 3.5. Let E be a square mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space. Then 
the ordered vector space E D is a Riesz space. 
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Proof .  Let a, b, c ~ E [] and observe that 
sx (a, b v c) = sx (a, b) v sx (a, c) <~ (a [] b) v (a [] c) 
for all x c [0, rc/2]. Therefore, 
a[ ] (bvc)  supS(E ,a ,  bvc)<- - . (amb)v(a[ ]c ) .  
Conversely, if x, y ~ [0, r~/2] then 
Sx (a, b) <~ Sx (a, b v c) <. a [] (b v c). 
In the same way, 
sy (a, c) ~< a [] (b v c). 
Therefore 
s x (a, b) V sy (a, b) <. a [] (b V c). 
Thus 
sup S(E,  a, b) v supS(E,  a, c) = (a []b) v (a []c)  ~< a [] (b v c). 
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It follows that 
(a [ ]b )  V (a [ ]c )  a [ ] (bvc) .  
Similarly, 
(a [ ]b ) / \  (a []c) = a [] (b/\  c). 
By Theorem 1 in [12, p. 1], E D is a Riesz space. [] 
4. GEOMETRIC MEAN CLOSED RIESZ SPACE 
The Riesz space E is said to be geometric mean closed i f~  (E, a, b) has an infimum 
in E for all a, b c E +. Since 
2(ab) 1/2 inf~(R, a, b) (a ,b  ~R +) 
the Riesz space R is geometric mean closed an so is every Banach lattice. In the 
rest of this section, we assume the Riesz space E to be geometric mean closed and 
we set 
aNb 2-1 in fG(R ,a ,b )  (a ,b~E+) .  
In particular, 
a [] b = (ab) 1/2 (a, b c R+). 
We will use the straightforward i entity 
aNb bNa (a ,b~E+) .  
We need three lemmas before we prove that any geometric mean closed and 
Archimedean Riesz space is square mean closed. The first of these is interesting 
in its own right. 
Lemma 4.1. Let E be a geometric mean closed Riesz space. Then 
Proof. Let a, b ~ E + and observe that 
4(a [] b) = 2 in f , (E ,  a, b) 
inf{(x +x  1)(a +b)  + (x -x  X) (a-b) :  x ~ (0, oo)} 
= inf{(x +x  ~)(a+b) 
in f{ (x+x 1) (a+b) - (x -x  1) la -b l :  x~(0 ,1 ]}  
=inf{x(a+b la b l )+x  l (a+b+la  b l ) :xc (0 ,1 ]}  
= 2 in f~(E ,a  v b ,a / \  b) =4( (a  v b) [] (a/\b)).  
This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, V {al . . . . .  a~}E for 
some al . . . . .  am c E, and a,b,c  c V + such that f (a)  [] f (b) = f(c)  for all 
f c Horn(V, R). Then g(E,  a, b) has" c assupremum in E (i.e. c = a []b). 
Proof. Let f c Horn(V, R). By Lemma 3.3, i fn c N then 
0 <, f (c  o (E, a, b)(n)) = f(c)  cr (R, f(a),  f (b))  (n) 
= f(c)  o(R, f(a),  f (b))(n) <~ Jrf(a + b)/2 ~ = f(~r(a + b)/2~). 
Since Hom(V, R) separates the points of V, we obtain 
O<~c-v(E ,a ,b) (n)<~rc(a+b) /U  (n~N).  
As ~ (E, a, b) is an increasing sequence, 
sup{cr(E,a,b): n cN} =c. 
It easily follows that g(E,  a, b) has c as supremum in E and c = a [] b. [] 
We have use in this paper for the next lemma at other places as well. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let E be a geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space, 
V {al . . . . .  a~}Efor some al . . . . .  an ~ E, and a, b ~ V +. Then 
f (a)  [] f (b)  = f (a  [] b) 
for all f c Horn(V, R). 
Proof. Let f c Horn(V, R). It is readily verified that 
f (a  [] b) <. f (a)  [] f(b). 
We now prove the converse inequality. By Lemma 4.1, we can assume a ~< b without 
loss of generality. Hence 
2(aNb)  2 (bNa)  in f~(E,b,a)  
inf{gx(b,a): x ~ (0, 1]} Ainf{gx(b,a): x ~ [1,oo)} 
inf{g~(b,a): x ~ (0, 1]} A inf{g~(a, b): x ~ (0, 1]} 
inf{g~(b,a): x ~ (0, 11}. 
Define the sequence (p, (a, b)),~N in E + by 
7l 
2p~(a, b) A g(k/~) 1/2 (b, a) (n ~ N). 
k 1 
Hence, the sequence (#~(a, b))~d~ defined in E + by 
?l 
#~ (a, b) = A P~ (a, b) (n c N) 
k 1 
is decreasing. Because {(k/n)l/2: n ~ N, k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}} is dense in [0, 1] we derive 
that 
2inf{#n(a,b): n c N} = inf{gx(b,a): x c (0, 1]} = a [] b. 
In particular, the sequence (#~(f(a), f(b)))~cr~ decreases to f (a)  [] f(b).  Since 
f c Horn(V, R), Theorem 1.14 in [2] shows that 
f (aNb)  inf{f(#n(a,b)):  n~N} 
inf{#n(f(a),  f (b) ) :  n ~ N} f (a)  [] f(b),  
which is the required equality. [] 
We arrive now at the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. I f  E is geometric mean 
closed then E is square mean closed. In particula~ 
a[ ]b=[a+b+(2a) [ ]b ] [ ] [a+b (2a)[]b] (a ,b~E+) .  
Proof. Assume that E is geometric mean closed and let a, b ~ E +, Define 
c= [a +b+ (2a)[]b] ~ [a+b (2a) [] b]. 
Taking into account Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that 
f (c) f (a) [] f (b) 
for all f ~ Horn(V, R), where V (a, b, a [] b)E, For f ~ Horn(V, R), we have by 
Lemma 4.3 that 
f((2a) [] b) = f(2a) [] f (b)  = (2f (a) f (b) )  1/2 
Hence, again by Lemma 4.3, 
f (c )  f ( [a  + b -- (2a) [] b] [] [a -- b - (2a) [] b]) 
[f(a) + f (b)  + f((2a) [] b)] [] I f (a)  + f (b)  - f ( (2a)[]  b)] 
I 
[( f (a)  + f (b)  + (f(2a)f(b)) 112) 
I 
× (f(a) + f(b) (ff2a)~o(b))~/2)] ~/2 
( f(a) 2 + f(b)2) 112 f (a)  [] f (b) ,  
completing the proof. [] 
Next we prove that the converse of Theorem 4.4 does not hold. 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a square mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space 
which is" not geometric mean closed. 
Proof. Let C(R +) be the Archimedean Riesz space of all real-valued continuous 
fimctions on R +, and let P be the vector subspace of C(R +) consisting of all 
polynomials, We define for each n ~ N a vector subspace E~ of C(R +) by induction 
as follows. Let E1 = P and for each n c 1~ let E~+I be the vector subspace of C(R +) 
generated by 
Now, consider the vector subspace 
E=L]E , , .  
n~N 
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I fa  ~ E then there exists n ~ N such that a ~ E~. Hence, 
lal (a 2 Jr 02) 1/2 E En+l • E, 
Then E is a Riesz subspace of C(R+). Moreover, let a, b ~ E + and choose n 
N such that a, b c E~. Observe that (a 2 + b2) 1/2 is the supremum in C(R +) of 
S(C(R+),  a, b). But then the equality 
a[ ]b  supS(C(R+) ,a ,b )  (a 2+b2) 1/2 
holds in E because (a 2 + b2) 1/2 E En+l • E. Consequently, E is square mean 
closed. 
Now we prove by induction that all functions in E are differentiable at 0. Any 
element of  E1 is a polynomial, hence differentiable at 0. Let n ~ N and assume that 
all functions in E~ are differentiable at 0. Pick a ~ E~+I and write 
?rl 
a b +  2 k(4 + 1/2 
k=l 
for some b, al, bl . . . . .  a,,, bm c E,~ and L1 . . . . .  )~,n c R. By the induction hypothe- 
b 2"~1/2 It follows that a sis, b and all ak, bk are differentiable at 0. Then so is (a~ + ~ . 
is differentiable at 0. 
At this point, we show that E is not geometric mean closed. We argue by 
contradiction. Let e and u be the functions in C(R +) defined respectively by 
e(x) x and u(x) 1 for all x ~ R +, Clearly, e,u ~ E. Assume that G(E,e ,u)  
has an infimum a c E. But ~(C(R+),  e, u) has an infimum in C(R+). Indeed, 
2b=in f~(C(R+) ,e ,u ) ,  
where b(t) = t 1/2 for all t c R +. Since E is uniformly dense in C(R+), we get 
b ~< a. Let t ~ R + and observe that 
2a(t) ~<g~(e,u)(t) xt + x -1 (x ~ (O, oo)). 
That is, 
2a(t) ~<inf~(R,t, 1) 2t 1/2 2b(t). 
It follows that a ~< b. Consequently, b a ~ E. This contradicts the fact that all 
functions in E are differentiable at 0. [] 
It is easy to check that the Riesz space E in the previous example has other 
unpleasant properties. For instance, E [] is not the positive cone of E n, That this 
cannot happen in the case of  a geometric losed Riesz space is the content of the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. I f  E is a geometric mean closed Archimedean Riesz space then E m 
is the positive cone of  E D. 
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Proof. Let a, b, c ~ E m and observe that E m is a Riesz space by Theorem 3.5. 
Assume now E to be in addition geometric mean closed. We claim that E ~ is the 
positive cone of E m × Em/~, (see the end of Section 2). Let a, b ~ E [] such that the 
equivalence class (a, b) of  (a, b) in the Riesz space E m × Em/~, is positive. Then 
a~>binE  Nsothata  b~>0inE .  Put 
c ( (a -b ) [ ]  (a + b)) 
and observe that c ~ Em. Define V {a, b, c}E and let f ~ Horn(V, R). Lemma 4.3 
yields that 
f(b) [] f(c) = f(b) [] f(2((a ~,) [] e + ~,))) 
= f(b)  [] (2( f (a  b) [] f (a  + b))) 
f (b)  [] (2 f (a  - b)f(a + b)) 1/2 
=(s(b) 2+ (su) 2 su). 
Since f is arbitrary in Horn(V, R), Lemma 4.2 leads to a b [] c in Em. We derive 
that 
(a, b)  = (c,  0 )  = i ¢). 
Consequently, i(E B) (Em x Em/~,) + and we are done. [] 
We finish this section with a characterization f arbitrary Riesz homomorphisms 
between two geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz spaces. 
Corol lary 4.7. Let E and F be square mean closed and Archimedean Riesz spaces', 
and let T : E ~ F be apoxitive linear operator Then T c Horn(E, F) if and only if 
T : E [] -+ F B is additive. 
Proof. First we prove that if a, b ~ E + then 
(.) a+b=a[ ]b  i f andon ly i f  a/ \b=O.  
I fa / \  b = 0 then a + b =a vb  and, by Theorem 4.6, a [ ]b  =a vb .  Thus a + b = 
a [] b. Conversely, assume that a + b a [] b. By Theorem 4.6, a [] b (a v b) [] 
(a A b). Hence, 
(a v b) [] (a A b) = (a v b) + (a A b). 
It follows that 
0 ~< (2 - 21/2) (a A b) inf{ (2 - cosx - sinx)(a A b): x ~ [0, zr/2] } 
~< inf{(1 - cosx)(a v b) + (1 - sinx)(a A b): x ~ [0, z~/2] } 
=inf{(avb)+(a / \b )  sx (avb,  aAb):  xc[0 ,  zr/2]} 
(a vb)  + (a Ab) -  supS(E ,a  vb ,  a Ab) 
= (a v b) + (a /\ b) (a w b) [] (a A b) = 0. 
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Hence a/~b 0. 
Assume now T:E  ~ F to be a Riesz homomorphism and let a ,b  c E []. 
Obviously, 
r (o (E, a, b) (,~)) o (F , r (a ) ,V(b) ) ( ,~)  (rs~N). 
Moreover, Lemma 3.3 yields that 
0 <~ T(a mb) -  T (T(o(E ,a ,b) (n) ) )  <~TrT(a [] b) /U  (n ~ N). 
Applying once more Lemma 3.3 in the square mean closed Riesz space F,  we obtain 
0 <~ r(a) [] r(b) o (F, r(a),  r(b))(n) << :r(r(a) + r (b ) ) /T  ~ (n c 1~). 
Thus, if n ~ N then 
IT (° [ ]b )  r (a ) [ ] r (b ) l=r (a ) [ ] r (b )  ° (F , r (a ) , r (b ) ) (n )  
+ T(a [] b) - T(o(E,  a, b)(n)) 
~< ~[T(~) + T(b) + T(~ + b)]/2 ~. 
Since F is Archimedean, I T(a [] b) - T(a) [] T(b)l 0, so that T:  E m --+ F [] is 
additive. 
Conversely, suppose T : E [] --+ F m to be additive and let a, b ~ E such that a/~ 
b 0. From (,) it follows that a [] b a [] b. Hence, 
T(a) + T(b) = T(a + b) = T(a []b) = r(a)  [] T(b). 
Using once more (,) (applied in F),  we get T(a)/~ T(b) 0. The proof of the 
corollary is finished. [] 
5. CONNECTION WITH SQUARES OF RIESZ SPACES 
Let E be a geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space. It was established 
in Theorem 4.4 that E is square mean closed. We will now study the resulting Riesz 
space E [] in connection to the Riesz space E2, the square of E (see Definition 3 
in [7]). Define the map [] from E + × E + into E H by 
•(a ,b )  aNb,  fo ra l l (a ,b )~E+×E +. 
As previously pointed out, the map [] is symmetric. Other properties of  [] are given 
next. 
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space. 
Then [] is biadditive and separately positively homogeneous. 
ProoL First we prove the biadditivity. Let a, b, c ~ E +, 
V = {a, b, c, a + b ,a  [ ]c ,b  []c,  (a + b) [ ]c ,  (a []c)  [] (b [] c)) e 
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and f ~ Hom(V, R). By Lemma 4.3, we get 
f ([](a + b,c)) = f ((a + b) [] c) = f (a + b) [] f (c) 
[ ( f (a)  + f (b) ) f (c ) ]  U2 ( f (a ) f (c )  + f (b ) f (c ) )  U2 
[(f(a) [] f(c)) 2 + (f(b)[] 
= ( f (a  Nc) s + f (b  [] c)2) Us = f (a  [] c) [] f (b  [] c). 
But then, by Lemma 4.2 
[] (a + b, c) (a [] c) [] (b [] c). 
Biadditivity now follows from symmetry. For the homogeneity, let £ be a strictly 
positive real number and let a, b c E +. Then 
2(N(£a, b)) = 2((£a) [] b) = in f , (E ,  £a, b) 
= £1/2inf{g~l/sx(a, b): x c (0, oo)} 
£1/2infG(E,a,b) 2(£[][N(a,b)]) ,  
which finishes the proof. [] 
It easily follows (see [9, Lemma 2.1]) from an analogue of a classical theorem 
by Kantorovich [2, Theorem 1.7] that [] : E + x E + -+ E m extends uniquely to a 
bilinear map from E x E into Era, again denoted by •. This extension has nice 
properties. 
Proposition 5.2. Let E be a geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space. 
Then []" E x E ~ E D is" an orthosymmetric Riesz bimorphism. 
Proof. Let a A b 0 and observe that 
[](a,c) Ab (a[]c) Ab 2 linf{gx(a,c) A2b: x~(O,o~)} 
in f{( (2x) -~c)Ab:x~(O,  oe)} O. 
It follows that 
[](a,c) A [](b,c) 0. 
We derive that [] is a Riesz bimorphism because [] is symmetric. Moreover, 
0 ~< ~(a, b) = ~(a, b)/ \  [](a, b) 
<~ N(a,a + b) AN(b,a  + b) O, 
that is, [] is orthosymmetric, ra 
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Out" next goal is to show that the pair (E D, N) actually is (essentially) E 2, To 
this end, according to [7, Theorem 4] we have to prove the universal property in [7, 
Definition 3]. We first need a lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let V be an Archimedean Riesz space and 4> be a real-valued 
orthosymmetric Riesz bimorphism on V × V. Then 
4>(~,~)4>(b,b) 4>(~,b) 2 (a,b~ V+) 
Proof. For every u ~ V, define 4>, ~ Horn(V, R) by 
4>. (v) = 4> (u, v) (v c V). 
Let a, b c V + and assume first that a ~< b. It follows that 4>. ~< 4>b in the order 
dual V ~' of V. According to Problem 2.3.6 in [1], 4>b is an atom of V ~', so that, 
4>b Z4>. for some )~ ~ R +, Thus, 
4>(a, ~)4>(b, b) = 4>. (~)4>b ( ) = ~4>.(~)4>.(b) = 4>b(~)4>. (b) 
= 4> (a, b) 2. 
Suppose now that a, b are arbitrary in V +. Applying the previous to a and a + b, 
we get 
4>(a, a)4>(a + b, a + b) = 4>(a, a + b) 2 
= 4>(a, a) 2 + 4>(a, b) 2 + 24>(a, a)4>(a, b). 
On the other hand, 
4>(a,a)4>(a + b,a + b) 4>(a,a)(4>(a,a) + 4>(b,b) + 24>(a,b)) 
= 4>(a, a) 2 + 4>(a, a)4>(b, b) + 24>(a, a)4>(a, b). 
Summarizing, we get 
4>(a,a)4>(b,b) 4>(a,b) 2, 
which is the desired equality. [] 
We are in position now to prove the main result of  this section. 
Theorem 5.4. Let E be a geometric mean closed and Archimedean Riesz space. 
Then the pair (E [], ~]) is" the square of  E. 
Proof. Let F be an Archimedean Riesz space and T be an orthosymmetric Riesz 
bimorphism from E × E into F. We have to prove that there exists a unique Riesz 
homomorphism T [] from E [] into F such that 
r [ ] (a [] b) = r(~,  b) (~, b ~ E[]). 
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Define T D :E  m -+ F + by 
r°W) 
We claim that T D is additive. To this end, let a, b ~ E N and 
V = {T (a [] b, a [] b), T (a [] b, a), T (a [] b, b), r (a, a), T (b, b), T (a, b)} e. 
For f c Horn(V, R) define 4> = f o T. As in the proof of Proposition 3.4, we can 
write 
f (TD(a •b) )  = *(a []b,a •b)  = d~(a •b ,a )  [] *(a •b ,  b) 
• (a,a) Vqd~(a,b) Vqd~(a,b) Vqd~(b,b) 
= *(a,a) [] (2 [] ~b(a, b)) []d~(b,b) 
[qb(a, a) 2 [] 2qb (a, b) 2 [] qb(b, b)] 1/2, 
According to Lemma 5.3, 
f (TD(a []b))  = [4>(a, a) 2 + 24> (a, a)*(b, b) + *(b, b)] 1/2 
= *(a, a) + d~(b, b) = f(TD(a) + TD(b)). 
So 
T[](a []b) = T[](a) + TD(b) 
because Horn(V, R) separates the points of V. According to Theorem 1.7 in [2], 
T D can be extended in a unique way to a positive linear operator from E D into F, 
denoted by T D as well. Let a, b ~ E D such that a A b 0. Then 
O<~ TD(a) ATD(b) T(a,a) AT(b,b)<~ T(avb ,  a) AT(avb ,  b) 0 
as T is a Riesz bimorphism. Therefore, T D is a Riesz homomorphism. 
Now, we shall prove the equality 
rDW [] b) = b) @, b En). 
It suffices to prove the latter equality for a, b c E []. Put 
V = (T(a [] b, a [] b), T(a [] b, a), T(a [] b, b), T(a, a), T(b, b), T(a, b)} e 
and let f c Horn(V, R). We define 4) = f o T. Using Lemmas 5.3 and 4.3, we obtain 
f (TD(aNb) )  * (aNb,  aNb)  
= ~(a []b,a) [] ~(a []b,b) 
[+@,a)  [] *W,b) ]  [] [ * (b ,b )  [] +(a ,b ) ]  
= [ (*  (~, ~)*  (b, b))1/2*@, b)] 1/2 
= 4~(a, b) = f ( r (a ,  b)). 
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HenceT  D(a[ ]b )  T (a ,b ) .  
Now, i f  T c Hom(E  D, F )  and T o [] = T then 
T(a) f(a[]a) T(a,a) T[](a) 
so thatT  T D , and we are done. [] 
a E E[ ] ) ,  
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